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Name That Neighborhood 

Local search startups turn from numbers to natural languages. 
March 23, 2007

by Leah Messinger
 

The ZIP code has had a good run, but the Internet is threatening to render 
obsolete yet another relic of the postal era. 
 
That’s because the ubiquitous ZIP code is becoming increasingly irrelevant online
as a search tool and data organizer since the birth of so-called hyper-local search
technologies. The problem is that people looking for a restaurant, movie theater, or
hair salon tend to search by neighborhood names rather than ZIP codes. Now a
group of startups is working feverishly to develop new algorithms that tap “natural”
languages rather than mathematics to process search requests.
 
“The idea,” said Internet analyst Greg Sterling, “is trying to make the Internet
function in the way people function in the real world.” He spoke during this week’s
Drilling Down on Local media conference in Santa Clara, California.
 
Ian White, CEO of Urban Mapping, said that approximately 5 percent of all Internet
search queries already include the place names, such as a neighborhood. The
trouble is that a search for, say, “Northwest” results in links to Portland, Chicago, a 
certain airline, and myriad other irrelevant entries. 
 
Finicky Math
It’s a great concept, added Mr.
White, but the math is finicky
because no algorithm can
understand how a person
thinks. And that’s a problem
considering the amorphous
and overlapping nature of local
boundaries. “If I’m walking on
Houston in Manhattan am I in 
Soho or Noho?” he asked,
referring to the well-known
New York City thoroughfare 
that divides two trendy 
neighborhoods.
 
To that end, Urban Mapping is 
developing algorithms that 
look at the relationships 
between abutting polygons and 
overlaying them with demographic data on urban density and local points of 
interest. The equations incorporate information from local real estate and 
hospitality industries, neighborhood associations, and business improvement 
districts, among others. Urban Mapping currently has partnerships with companies 
such as ASK. 
 
Meanwhile, Santa Monica-based Cognition Technologies this week launched a
so-called “meaning-based” search tool. The company taught its computers to
understand the stems of 350,000 English words, 17,000 of which are ambiguous
(such as “bill” or “bat”). Company CEO Scott Jarus said his technology could be
used to improve the accuracy of local searches because it can understand the
context of words and phrases in addition to simply identifying them. He added that 
the effort took 20 years and 300 team-years to complete.
 
The two startups are vying for a slice of a local search market currently dominated 
by Yelp and Pegasus News, which analysts said rate highest because their tools 
factor in cities and neighborhoods.
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